DecisionsFirst Modeler Starter Services
DecisionsFirst Modeler is a collaborative decision modeling solution that
makes it easy to model decisions as part of your requirements process.
It is based on the Decision Model and Notation (DMN) standard to
future proof your decision models and skills.

Decision modeling with DecisionsFirst Modeler is the proven approach
to requirements gathering that meet the needs of today’s organizations
to be more flexible, analytical and customer driven:
 Business processes are less complex improving flexibility and agility.
 Business rules are structured, iterative and business-focused.
 Predictive analytics are well framed and linked to business results.
 Dashboards extend to include actions and recommendations.

Training
We offer online training in Decision Management and Decision Modeling
with DMN every quarter. We can provide these same, proven classes as
private online or on-site training. Classes include real-world examples,
live exercises with DecisionsFirst Modeler and plenty of opportunity for
interaction, questions and peer engagement:
 Introduction to Decision Management
 Decision Modeling with DMN
 Decision Table Modeling with DMN
“[The training] does a good job of explaining
complex concepts in an easy and clear manner.
I can relate and apply the concepts directly to my job.”
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Starter Services
We offer three starter services:
 Model Building Service
A small team combines top-down elicitation with bottoms-up analysis
of existing business rules to build an initial decision model integrated
with the existing business rules implementation environment.
 Decision Discovery Workshop
The team spends 2-5 days onsite engaging with business, IT and other
professionals to build a decision model supported by initial business
rules, reducing the need for wasteful iteration and clarifying the ROI.
 Knowledge Transfer
A set of established best practices and techniques, supported by a
repository, are used to help your team build a decision model
existing and make them quickly productive and self-sufficient.
These starter services help you get started quickly for a fixed price.
Customers can mix and match these services, custom consultant,
training and software for the decision modeling quick start they need.

Get Started Now
Contact us for a free consultation.
info@decisionsfirst.com
Decision Management Solutions are the leader in decision management
and decision modeling consulting and training. We focus on getting you
up and running quickly, improving existing skills and transferring our
extensive best practices. We have helped clients in all industries succeed
with business rules, predictive analytics and big data initiatives.

Contact Us
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